
 
 

(translation) 
 
“The sun revolves around the earth, it rises each day in the east and sets in the west ...” But cutting short 
whatever bing had on his mind right here, bamboo man butted in impatiently, “What kind of crazy weird talk is 
this bro! No way the sun sets-wets: what it makes is a shape like a figure eight every year. This even bamboo 
kids know perfectly well.” The argument became heated, but neither gave an inch on what they had averred. 
But bottom line, the two were bosom chums, and soon agreed: "Bro, lets ask that wise banyan using our 
phone, he was around even in Gautam Buddha's time.". The return  email from the banyan confounded their 
confusion even more. It was written: “You are both wrong, to me the sun has always appeared standing in one 
place, always! “ The next day however there came another message from the wise banyan, it went : "All three 
of us are saying the absolute truth, it only requires some thinking out.. You are intelligent, so think!  As a hint 
I'm sending you the figure below :- 
 
 
 

 
 
 

It took a long while before bing and bamboo man saw the light [and now they are bent on presenting their 
solution in full in a quick simple and beautiful way, which will take even more time], but the two are undoubtedly 
sharp, moreover both love going to the library and reading. Are you too intelligent like these two? And just as 
fond of reading and writing? This problem is not only very nice but very important : after all everything hinges 
on the light and energy that the sun emits! So think on by yourself,  for it seems it’s only after some time I 
myself will be pushing this story along here ...  


